Abstract. The logical line is traced of formulation of theory of mechanics founded on the basic correlations of mathematics of hypercomplex numbers and associated geometric images. Namely, it is shown that the physical equations of quantum, classical and relativistic mechanics can be regarded as mathematical consequences of a single condition of stability of exceptional algebras of real, complex and quaternion numbers under transformations of primitive constituents of their units and elements. In the course of the study a notion of basic fractal surface underlying the physical three-dimensional space is introduces, and an original geometric treatment (admitting visualization) of some formerly considered abstract functions (mechanical action, space-time interval) are suggested.
Introduction
In the previous paper [1] a logical line describing growth of different branches of contemporary mechanics from mathematical roots was verbally exposed. In the present paper this logic is traced using purely math language finely demonstrating surprising results. The method used here implies a fine analysis of primitive elements constituting the basic structures of exceptional associative algebras (and other poly-number algebras). The simplest transformations of the elements induce involvement of a series of conditions (equations) providing the algebras stability; these pure math equations are found equivalent to laws of different branches of mechanics, and become them exactly when rewritten in physical units (instead of abstract magnitudes). This unique logical line leads consequently to equations of quantum, classical and relativistic mechanics traditionally thought of as belonging to somewhat separate theories. Two types of main object of the theory, of a particle, indispensably emerge, a fractal one, made up from primitive elements, and a geometric one observed in the physical space. By the way some traditionally abstract functions (mechanical action, space-time interval) acquire an original geometric sense.
The paper is organized as following. Section 2 contains a short review of the involved algebras, their units represented by matrices. Section 3 outlines the principal stages and main points of the "general theory of mechanics". In particular, transformations of a fractal surface spoiling the algebras' basis are analyzed, and a condition of the algebras stability is introduces then decaying into a series of fractal and geometric equations of mechanics (written in purely math and physical units). Respective particle's model gives birth to a version of special relativity (with a helix-type Minkowski diagram) and to a general relativity-type geodesic equation. Compact discussion in section 4 concludes the study.
Algebras involved
We start with bi-quaternions, hypercomplex numbers of the form [2] 
here k k w u y x , , , are real numbers, the scalar part iy x has real unit factor 1 (traditionally not shown), k q are three vector units, all four units satisfying the multiplication law
knm kn , are 3D Kroneker and Levi-Civita symbols, summation in repeated (3D small Latin) indices is assumed. The numbers of the type (1) constitute the largest algebra in question here; according to the law (2) the algebra of bi-quaternions is non-commutative, but it is associative in multiplication. It is well known that the norm of a bi-quaternion in general is not defined as a positive real number, so this algebra has division defects, in particular zero dividers. 
If in
. It is evident that various ways to select a complex number from Eq.(1) exist, in particular iy x z (with the traditional scalar imaginary unit), all these representations algebraically equivalent.
The simplest section of the bi-quaternion set is the 1-unit set of real numbers x , all other components in Eq.(1) being zero.
Algebras of real, complex and quaternion numbers are referred to as exceptional ones since only their elements (and 8-unit octonion numbers) satisfy the "square identities", the norm definition of a two elements product; e.g. for two quaternions But the algebra of octonions is not associative, the property alien to known physical magnitudes; so octonions will be not considered here.
If the (bi-) quaternion algebra units are "canonically" represented by the 2 2 -matrices
then the multiplication law (2) is satisfied identically; the other units then can be e.g. chosen as
But many other representations exist since the basic law (2) evidently holds for the transformed units
matrices of the transformation forming the spinor group 2 ) , 2 ( C SL S [5] . We stress that after any such transformation the scalar unit remains a unit matrix, while the vector units may become a multi-component function of many parameters. Note also that representations of the units ( k q , 1 ) by matrices of the rank N 2 (N is a natural number) can be readily introduced. -matrix) will be called a "2D-cell". So we can identify the scalar unit 1 with the metric of a 2D-cell, the metric of the fractal surface structured by the dyad covectors g . The quaternion vector units k q from the times of Hamilton [7] are known to be geometrically identified with a frame initiating a Cartesian system of reference in a 3D space often associated with the physical space. 
General theory of mechanics
(that is why the parity indicators arise). Eigenfunctions of the simplest operator 3 q from Eqs.(3a) are
We emphasize that the transformations of the dyad constituents by matrices ) ,
should be considered the prior ones, since they induce the transformations (4) of 3D units leaving the multiplication law (20) intact; so the dyad vectors (covectors) , are spinors.
(iv) If 3D space and objects in it are traditionally attributed to "geometry", then the fractal surface and objects on it (2D-cell, dyad vectors) may be related to "pregeometry".
We dare remind that the notion of pregeometry was introduced by Wheeler in attempt to find a plausible image of a space where functions and operators of quantum mechanics act [8] .
Transformations of a 2D-cell (v)
The 2D-cell's area can be "pumped over" from real to imaginary sector with a certain phase, this "flickering" does not change the metric, but respective 3D frame rotates by angle equal to the doubled phase. The 2D flickering (and respective 3D rotation) produces no damage to the involved algebras.
The simplest transformation of the type (9) for the dyad (8) is the "rotation" about vector 3 q at angle α, the rotation matrix is sin cos 3 q S ; the results of the transformation are
Eqs. (10) state that real and imaginary constituents of the dyad vectors length harmonically change with α so that an area of the fractal space formed by the vectors is "pumped over" (flickers) from real sector to imaginary sector of the 2D-cell (the same with covectors ). Using Eqs. (6) we compute the results of respective transformations of the algebraic units
i.e. the scalar unit does not change, while the 3D frame is rotated about vector
(twice as spinor vectors "rotation"); the units (11) well fit for all involved algebras, this may be verified by direct computation.
(vi) The flickering 2D-cell can be stretched ("loaded with a fractal density"); this transformation causes a 2D metric defect, changes lengths of the rotated 3D frame vectors thus damaging the algebras.
Let the flickering dyad (10) be subject to an extra transformation, conformal stretching ĩ
R . The mapping (12) injects the 2D-cell's metric defect
all vector units acquiring the same square factor, e.g. (2), so all involved algebras are violated. In 3D space 2 may be thought of as a density, so the factor will be called "fractal density" loading formerly "empty" 2D-cell. 
Then the objects built out of dyad (12) as in Eq.(6), but "seen" from the space, do not differ from those of Eq. (11) and can serve as good algebra units, e.g. The normalization (15) "lasts forever" in the sense of (thus providing the algebras' stability) if the function * satisfies the continuity-type equation
where / , / , summation in index is implied, k is a vector of the 2D-cell "propagation" in the abstract space. 
where is the Planck constant, c is velocity of light in vacuum, m is the electron's rest mass (in these constants the space scale is assessed as cm
10
). Respective time standard is the time interval needed for light to travel (in vacuum) along the characteristic length 
(xiii) In these units the 2D-cell describes a pre-geometric protoparticle its fractal density function acquiring the sense of relative fractal mass density (the density function per mean density), so that the normalizing functional (15) converts into definition of mass of a 3D particle (based on a 2D protoparticle).
The function remains unit-less (measured in no units), so it may have sense of a "relative fractal mass density"
, where mean is the mean mass density of the particle (electron) in the 3D volume it is supposed to occupy. Now a model of "protoparticle" emerges. As a fractal object it is conceived as a -weighted 2D-cell } e { i ; with change of the phase its area (hence, weight) is flickering between real and imaginary sectors. In fact it is a "visual image" of the particle's state (wave) function of quantum mechanics. The normalizing integral (15) is converted to definition of the particle's mass
3.6. In the physical space the math equations become physical laws 
where q is the electric charge, 
the free function represented in the form W W 1 ; Eq.27 obviously admits fractalization, e.g. the Dirac square root format.
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. (xv) Any Schrodinger-type math equation has complex-number structure; it can be separated into real and imaginary parts; the real part is a math equivalent of conservation law for semidensity function.
Return to the Schrodinger-type equation (18) and taking into account i e decompose it into real and imaginary parts thus obtaining the system of Bohm-type equations [10] 0 2
The real component (28) multiplied by is converted into density conservation-type equation / is 3D velocity, S being the classical mechanical action function is the phase measured in the Planck constant
Eq.(31) in the physical units becomes precisely the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
is some interior "potential" measured (as e.g. curvature) in 2 cm ; we leave it for future explorations. 
The "minimal phase" demand selects extreme lines ) ( with "observables" d (Mdimensional velocity) and (momentum) obeying the equation
We recognize in the integrand in Eq. (34) , and the Newtonian dynamic equation
Strange enough, this basic physical law (37) discovered in experiment appears is just a very special case of a simple purely mathematical model. Geometrically the particle is conceived as a mass m distributed in small 3D volume of the size with a triad k q "frozen" in its center and rotated (with the mass) about one its vector by angle equal to doubled 2D-cell's flickering phase; the angle's gradient points direction of the particle's motion. A free particle moving in 3D space along coordinate z with velocity const u dt dz / , (t is the observer's time) satisfies two conditions:
( (neglected for simplicity) is the second curvature [5] . So the "curved" helix line element has the form
If the helix is additionally "compressed" with the measure . So the "irregular relativistic helix" model, a consequence of the 2D-cell conjecture, partially explains heuristic geometrization of interactions.
Conclusion
Here we summarize the logic and structure of the suggested theory. There are two parallel but drastically different realms in the theory, one is an "unobservable" area comprising primitive math relations and pregeometric images on the fractal surface, the other is an "observable" area containing equalities composed of the primitive ones, and usual geometric objects in physical space. We start with deformations of a small pregeometric domain in the same time trying not to wreck properties of geometric objects thus saving a set of algebras; the price is a series of fractal equations. Written in physical units these pure math equalities lead precisely to equations of quantum mechanics (Schrodinger, Pauli) and of classical mechanics (HamiltonJacobi equation, Newtonian dynamic equation). Simultaneously a fractal protopartical model arises, its phase having sense of mechanical action; respective geometric analog is a rotating massive point-like particle. This model leads to an original "helix-line" formulation of mechanics of a free relativistic particle (if the helix is a regular cylindrical "spring"); for an irregular "spring" the space-time metric becomes point dependent, and the relativistic mechanics is described by geodesic equation, so that the theory acquire features of general relativity. Respective nonrelativistic fractal equation is again that of Hamilton-Jacobi.
There are some challenging problems waiting for solution; among them analysis of the static equation a particle's fractal density (as well as physical density) distribution, construction of pregeometric models for massless particles, and possibly for electrical charge.
